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By Ken McEntee

The Market:
OCC strengthens

across the country

National Sword has the indus-
try finding new markets,
searching for equipment solu-

tions to meet tightening purity stan-
dards

The recycling industry is in the
midst of a seismic market shift. The
world�s largest importer of recycled
material, and arguably the world�s

dumping ground for material with im-
purities, has said enough as it grapples
with its own environmental issues.

In July of 2017, China informed the
World Trade Organization of its plans
to ban all foreign garbage, including
recyclables of plastics, paper, slag and
textiles. Additionally, the China Na-
tional Sword standard pushes purity
levels to greater than 99.5 percent for
the recyclables the country will ac-
cept. Companies in China found not to
be in compliance with these new regu-
lations stand to lose their import li-
cense for up to a year.

This has companies around the
world struggling to adapt to this new

National Sword:
Raising the quality standards
By Rick Zettler

Following a springtime dip, prices
for old corrugated containers
(OCC) continued to improve this

month. Although one index report-
edly reflected improved prices in the
Southeast and Southwestern U.S.,
traders reported that at least some
midwestern mills also have boosted
prices.

Meanwhile, markets in coastal re-
gions have been boosted by improved
export prices, although movement for
China-bound shipments is still slow,
brokers reported.

The average national mill buying
price for OCC this week was $93.33 per
ton - an 8 percent gain compared to
July prices, according to surveys done
by The Paper Stock Report. That in-
cludes prices reported at $120 - and
even somewhat higher -  in the South-
west region.

�It isn�only the south,� a broker in
Chicago said. �We�re in the low gen-
eration season and mills are running
well and looking for tonnage.�

Some traders indicated hints that
mixed paper may start to show some
slight pickup soon, as less and less is
available on the market.
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Mixed paper, at generator�s dock: -40/0 -40/0 -40/0 -40/0 -40/0 -40/0 -40/0 -40/0
Mixed office paper, generator�s dock: 70/120 70/120 80/110 80/120 80/120 80/120 80/120 70/110
White ledger, at generator�s dock: 120/160 120/160 120/150 120/150 120/150 120/150 120/150 130/150
Old newspaper, delivered to dealer: 0/35 0/35 0/50 0/40 0/40 0/50 15/50 10/40
Old corrugated containers, delivered to dealer: 0/20 0/20 5/25 5/20 5/20 10/35 5/25 0/20
Old corrugated containers, supermarket-sized bales 20/70 20/70 20/65 20/65 20/50 25/70 25/80 10/50
Old magazines, delivered to dealer: 0/40 0/40 0/40 0/40 0/40 0/50 0/50 0/50

Recovered Scrap Paper Prices: Mill Buying Prices
These figures are average prices paid by paper and board mills for the grades listed. Prices are listed in dollars per short ton, baled, FOB seller's dock, packed
to PS-2017 specifications. Numbers in parenthesis are PS-2017 grade defintion numbers.

Recovered Scrap Paper Prices: Dealer/Processor Prices
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These prices reflect the estimated value of recovered scrap paper accepted by or sold to paper stock dealers and/or recycling centers. Prices are listed in dollars per
short ton for loose (not baled) material in small quantities, unless otherwise noted. Negative values indicate a charge to accept the materials. Estimated prices are
based on surveys of buyers and sellers and are not binding. Prices for grades marked "at generator's dock" indicate the estimated value for material picked up by a
dealer from the place where material is generated. Prices for grades marked "at dealer's scale" indicate the estimated value of material brought to the dealer's plant
or recycling center.

Join the survey...
The Paper Stock Report surveys scrap paper traders twice a month to obtain current, unbiased market prices.

Fill in the anonymous survey online at
http://paperstockreport.com/market-survey/  or email ken@paperstockreport.com.

It�ll take less than a minute.

Weigh in...
Use the survey form to submit your observations about current scrap paper markets.

Copyright  2018, McEntee Media Corp. All rights reserved. Reproduction of The Paper Stock Report, in whole or in part, without permission of
publisher, is prohibited by law.
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Mixed paper (54) 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 2.50 2.50 80.00
Sorted residential papers & news (56) 0/20 0/20 0/20 0/20 0/15 0/20 9.58 9.58 81.25
Sorted clean news (58) 110/140 110/140 110/140 110/140 120/150 90/130 123.33 123.33 98.33
Old corrugated containers (OCC) (11) 80/100 90/110 90/105 95/120 90/100 60/80 93.33 86.67 203.33
Sorted office paper (37) 210/240 220/240 220/240 220/240 220/240 180/230 225.00 220.00 179.58
White ledger, post-consumer (40) 310/330 300/320 290/310 310/330 300/320 280/310 309.17 299.17 235.00
Old magazines (10) 125/145 115/145 115/135 115/135 135/145 125/145 132.50 132.50 130.00
Industrial / Commercial gradesIndustrial / Commercial gradesIndustrial / Commercial gradesIndustrial / Commercial gradesIndustrial / Commercial grades N o r t h e a s tN o r t h e a s tN o r t h e a s tN o r t h e a s tN o r t h e a s t Sou theas tSou theas tSou theas tSou theas tSou theas t M i d w e s tM i d w e s tM i d w e s tM i d w e s tM i d w e s t Sou thwes tSou thwes tSou thwes tSou thwes tSou thwes t L AL AL AL AL A N o r t h w e s tN o r t h w e s tN o r t h w e s tN o r t h w e s tN o r t h w e s t Natl AvgNatl AvgNatl AvgNatl AvgNatl Avg Natl AvgNatl AvgNatl AvgNatl AvgNatl Avg Last YearLast YearLast YearLast YearLast Year
Boxboard cuttings (4) 100/110 90/100 90/100 95/110 90/100 50/80 93.75 93.75 116.67
New double-lined kraft cuts (DLK) (13) 100/120 120/140 113/130 120/150 100/130 80/120 117.50 111.25 220.83
White news blanks (24) 270/290 270/290 270/290 270/290 270/290 270/290 280.00 280.00 260.00
Coated soft white shavings (28) 240/250 240/250 240/250 250/270 250/270 250/270 263.33 263.33 263.33
Hard white shavings (30) 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 430.00 430.00 405.00
Manifold white ledger (41) 310/330 300/320 290/310 310/330 300/320 280/310 309.17 299.17 236.67
Coated book stock (43) 210/245 220/245 220/245 220/245 220/245 180/235 227.50 220.00 175.83
Coated groundwood sections (44) 140/150 135/145 135/145 135/145 145/155 135/145 142.50 142.50 140.83
Unprinted bleached sulfate (SBS) (47) 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 420/440 430.00 430.00 405.00
Weighted average national priceWeighted average national priceWeighted average national priceWeighted average national priceWeighted average national price 114.08114.08114.08114.08114.08 110.24110.24110.24110.24110.24 170.93170.93170.93170.93170.93
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China�s restrictions
impact the

wastepaper world

By Ken McEntee

Jean-Luc Petithuguenin, of French
recycler Paprec may have put it
best: �Overall, the first half of

2018 was complicated,� Petithuguenin
reported to the Bureau of Interna-
tional Recycling (BIR) regarding the
global recovered paper market.

Many sources who provided na-
tional reports to BIR noted the impact
of China�s import restrictions on do-
mestic markets.

Reports from Italy and Spain noted
that some recyclers are now able to
produce a clean enough product to

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Oregon) has
called on the U.S. Justice De
partment and the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) to investigate re-
ports that WestRock Co., mandated
that buyers of its Newberg, Ore. paper
mill destroy the mill equipment as a
condition of a sale.

WestRock earlier this year agreed
to a sale of the idled mill, but the deal
fell apart because the buyer was un-
able to get financing, WestRock CEO
Steve Voorhees said last month dur-
ing the company�s second quarter fi-
nancial conference call.

Wyden, in a letter to Jessica Hart,
liaison, Office of Legislative Affairs,
U.S. Department of Justice, and Jeanne
Bumpus, director, Office of Congres-
sional Relations, Federal Trade Com-
mission, requested that the Justice
Department and the FTC �increase
oversight of mergers and acquisitions
in the paper industry� and particularly
called upon the agencies to investigate
reports that WestRock �included as a
condition of sale of the paper mill a
requirement that the mill equipment
be destroyed by any purchaser.�

Wyden said such a provision, which
was first identified by the Association
of Western Pulp and Paper Workers
(AWPPW) appears on its face to be
highly anti-competitive.

�It is also particularly troubling that
WestRock may have included this pro-
vision at a time when key markets for
U.S. recyclables have closed, leaving
the United States with a glut of recy-
clable paper, plastic and post-con-
sumer products in need of processing,
and when U.S. consumers of paper are
facing escalating prices, two problems
that could be mitigated if the Newberg
mill were to reopen. Yet, also two con-
ditions that lead to higher prices from
which WestRock would profit.�

Wyden wrote that as recently as
2015, more than 200 Oregonians were
employed in good-paying jobs at the

Sen. Wyden calls
for WestRock
investigation

Newberg mill, processing as much as
330,000 tons of recycled paper per
year. The mill was started by Smurfit
Newsprint Co., a division of Jefferson
Smurfit, and later was operated by SP
Fiber Tech, an affiliate of Southeast
Paper, of Dublin, Ga.

�Another American paper and pack-
aging company, WestRock Co., pur-
chased the facility in October, nomi-
nally to diversify its product offer-
ings,� Wyden wrote. �The company
changed course almost immediately
and shuttered the plant effective No-
vember 15, 2015, resulting in a loss of
200 good-paying jobs in the commu-
nity. In negotiating the terms of the
layoff, the union found the company
opposed to selling to anyone who
would open the mill. When a buyer was
announced in January of 2018, it be-
came clear they were chosen because
they were willing to comply with the
condition that the buyers destroy the
existing equipment despite evolving
marketing conditions.�

By limiting the number of domestic
buyers of recyclable materials, Wyden
said WestRock may be effectively con-
trolling prices that curbside and sort-
ing facilities receive for their services,
and at the same time increasing the
cost of paper for consumers.

�Given market conditions,
WestRock may be using the sale to
pinch these struggling industries to
increase their bottom line,� Wyden
wrote. �Recycled paper has been
among the products hardest hit by re-
cent actions by foreign governments
to restrict U.S. recyclers� market ac-
cess. The Newberg paper mill repre-
sents Oregon�s best opportunity to
create additional demand for mixed
paper and alleviate the glut of recy-
cling building up on the West Coast.�

In April, AWPPW members led a
picket at the idled mill. At the time,
AWPPW President Greg Pallesen said
�WestRock buying their competitor�s
plant sites then closing those very
same plant sites then refusing to sell
the sites to anyone who would restart
the sites should be illegal. It certainly
is not ethical.�

As of the time of publication,
WestRock has not responded to a re-

By Ken McEntee

quest to comment about Wyden�s let-
ter. In 2016, WestRock contributed
$2,500 to Wyden�s re-election cam-
paign.
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World
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meet China�s 0.5 percent threshold on
prohibitives. But China�s inspectors
are not able to inspect loads fast
enough to get them on the water in a
timely manner.

In the meantime, according to re-
ports from France, Spain and the U.K.,
the Southeast Asian market apart from
China is completely full, largely as a
result of too much availability and the
arrival of large volumes of U.S. card-
board. The infrastructures of some of
these countries have been totally
overwhelmed by the massive influx of
materials for recycling, the French
report said.

The Spanish report noted the diffi-
culty in exporting to other Asian coun-
tries owing to the huge pressure from
the U.S., which was offering plenty of
material that it could not export to
China at much lower prices. This re-
sulted in lower prices for Spanish ex-
porters to those other countries. The
U.K. said American material is cur-
rently flooding into the Far East mar-
ket, with huge congestion resulting at
ports in countries such as Vietnam.

Following are the full reports, cour-
tesy of BIR.

Asia
Ranjit Baxi

J&H Sales International

The escalating trade dispute be-
tween China and the U.S. has certainly
slowed the Chinese economy as
America is China�s biggest export mar-
ket and its second-largest trading part-
ner after the E.U.

During the first half of 2018, China�s
exports to the U.S. rose by 13.6 per-
cent year on year to US$217.7 billion
while imports increased 11.8 percent
to US$84 billion, resulting in a trade
surplus of US$133.7 billion for the first
half of 2018.

China�s economy expanded at a
slower pace in the second quarter as
Beijing�s efforts to contain loan de-
faults in addition to weakening factory
output hampered growth.

Exporters of recovered fiber both

from the E.U. and the U.S. were greatly
affected during the quarter by China�s
controlled release of import licenses
(14 were released in the first half of the
year, totaling around 11 million tons)
and the imposition of strict quality
controls by China�s customs enforce-
ment department at all of the country�s
sea ports. Fiber imports had to be
screened to check that contamination
levels were below 0.5 percent � mak-
ing most of our regular grades not ex-
port-worthy to China.

China stopped importing mixed
waste during the first quarter follow-
ing the government order prohibiting
imports of waste paper. Prices for the
higher grades of fiber (99 percent old
corrugated containers (OCC), new cor-
rugated (NCC), Sorted Office Paper
(SOP) and deinking) that met the speci-
fications continued to be exported to
China during the quarter. Prices for 99
percent OCC increased from US$182
to more than US$227 per short ton
by the end of the quarter. Prices for
grades such as NCC touched levels of
US$254 per ton while SOP and News
maintained stable prices.

At the end of June, U.S. fiber prices
were at levels of US$209 per ton for
OCC, US$273 for double sorted OCC,
US$264 for old magazines, US$200
for News & Pams and US$300 for SOP.

Domestic OCC prices in China con-
tinued to increase from January and,
at the end of June, commercial OCC
was at US$400 per ton, community
collection OCC at more than US$364
and news at more than US$436.

Various regulatory controls contin-
ued to be introduced during the quar-
ter, making fiber imports for mills in
China more difficult. At the end of
June, China Customs issued a circular
designating only a limited number of
ports for the handling of fiber imports.

It is likely to be a challenging sec-
ond half to the year, with reduced
growth and an intensification of the
trade conflict between China and the
U.S., which will continue to hamper
both growth and trade.

Italy
Giampiero Magnaghi

Although official data have yet to
be issued, domestic paper and board
production certainly increased in the
first six months of this year, mainly in
the cardboard and packaging seg-
ments, as well as in tissue. Reels for
boxes have attracted good demand
from the Far East, and especially
China, owing to the different orienta-
tion of local production. The Italian
paper and board industry has experi-
enced problems with strong virgin fi-
ber price increases and an escalation
of their gas costs.

The Fedrigoni mill has been bought
by a U.S. foundation while the over-
coming of legal hurdles has now led to
the start-up of packaging board pro-
duction at the Zago mill in Mantua
where output is supposed to total
around 200,000 tons in the current
year before doubling in 2019.

Italy has witnessed severe conse-
quences as a result of the reduction in
China�s recovered paper purchases �
even though there had never been se-
rious quality problems with exports
when compared to materials from
other areas.

Bulk grade prices have suffered regu-
lar reductions and China�s block on
mixed papers has created major diffi-
culties for materials coming from
some municipal collections because of
their normal impurity levels. Italian
mills have greater levels of tolerance
and can use without problem some of
those materials that do not meet the
strict Chinese requirements � but
only, of course, if the price is suitable.
The large majority of mills have en-
joyed this advantage as well as good
order books and healthy earnings.

The switch in production trends to-
wards packaging has led to insufficient
domestic output of printing & writing
paper and newsprint, which is actually
being imported from Germany.
Deinking materials are experiencing
good demand and are being exported
from Italy at rising prices.

Prices of the bulk grades of recov-
ered paper have improved somewhat
in the last two months.
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Sorting has reached a sufficiently
high level among many of the leading
operators that exports are again head-
ing to China at adequate prices. How-
ever, the lack of China Certification
and Inspection Group (CCIC) inspec-
tors means shipments are still rather
complicated.

Exports of the above grades to other
far-off countries have fallen in recent
times and their mills� stocks appear
generally stable. The same cannot be
said for pulp substitutes which, both
in Italy and elsewhere, are attracting
good demand and prices because of the
escalation in virgin fiber values.

In summary, good material of an
acceptable quality is finding reason-
able demand and pricing, thus encour-
aging recovered paper producers to-
wards sorting and deriving a higher-
quality product.

The outlook favoring an increase in
packaging consumption over the com-
ing years appears concrete while the
printing/writing sector seems to be
finding a reasonable balance.

Talk is circulating of the production
of ex-pulper commercial pulps com-
ing from mixed papers (which are sup-
posed to be cleaner after processing)
being sold wet at 40 percent, but there
is perplexity about the economics of
such an endeavor and about the evalu-
ation parameters.

In the south of Italy, Comieco is
stimulating an increase in selective
municipal collections that could pro-
vide an additional 1 to 1.5 percent. The
real difficulty surrounds the elimina-
tion of what is effectively waste from
such collections, including those im-
purities coming from collections. This
is because landfilling is costly and dis-
couraged, and because there is a com-
plete lack of incineration/thermal re-
covery capacity throughout the south
of the country.

The problem is not the small in-
crease in recovered paper quantities
but the possibilities for their effective
good use in light of the rules that are
in place. The municipalities in central
and southern Italy provide around 3
million tons of selectable recovered
paper but are overburdening the
structure of effective waste elimina-

tion achieved in the country�s north-
ern areas.

For July, recovered paper prices
were expected to be reasonably stable.
August usually brings a reduction in
collection volumes but mills will prob-
ably maintain their healthy levels of
production.

Spain
Francisco J. Donoso

ALBA Servicios Verdes S.L

After the extremely difficult export
conditions of this year�s first quarter,
the market changed considerably dur-
ing the second period. Exports to
China became easier for those produc-
ing really good, clean material such as
premium OCC, over-issue newspapers
or magazines and certain white grades
such as good-quality SOP.

The suspension of U.S. exports to
China during May and early June, as
well as the pre-inspection conditions
in June, increased Chinese demand in
Spain and across Europe, thus im-
proving prices way beyond local lev-
els. The other side of the coin was the
difficulty in exporting to other Asian
countries owing to the huge pressure
from the U.S., which was offering
plenty of material that it could not
export to China at much lower prices.
This resulted in lower prices for Span-
ish exporters to those other countries.

This situation further widened the
gap between the �extra-clean� grades
sent to China and the less-clean grades
sent to the rest of Asia or sold locally.
Currently, there is very good demand
and high prices for the �extra-clean�
grades but low demand/prices and
high stocks for the middle grades no
longer going to China.

There have also been huge devel-
opments in deinking prices over recent
months. After the closure of the In-
ternational Paper (formerly Holmen
Paper) newsprint machine, there was
a steep fall in local deinking grade
prices; this was halted only thanks to
the export market, which was quite
new for these grades in Spain. During
the second quarter, prices increased
substantially to approaching export
levels.

Chinese pressure for overissued

grades is huge and prices have been
rising strongly every month, forcing
the local market to increase its prices
to similar levels. Spanish collectors
have recently uncovered sales options
in other Asian countries, thus putting
additional pressure on the local mar-
ket to increase prices.

Regarding the white grades, local
demand is quite good and prices have
remained stable or have headed
slightly higher. Exports of clean white
SOP to China are also supporting local
price increases.

Turkey
Ekrem Demircioglu

The presence of China and the Far
East in the high-quality recovered pa-
per market has led to a shortage in
Europe and to changes in Turkey�s re-
covered paper politics. Since nobody
in the market has been willing to buy
low grades, collectors have been left
with massive stocks on their hands.
During this period, Modern Karton and
Kipas have not reduced their imports
amid a sudden and steep devaluation
of the Turkish lira; they are still bring-
ing in around 75,000 to 80,000 tons
per month.

Seasonal issues have been one of the
main drivers of increased collection
rates. Although domestic prices in-
creased slightly at the beginning of the
second quarter, they remained stable
across the rest of the period. As of
June, dismissal of the permission let-
ter previously required by three local
mills to allow recovered paper exports
would have been expected to have a
positive effect on shipments to foreign
markets. However, previously expe-
rienced problems and increasing lo-
gistics costs have made this scenario
very unlikely.

There has been a significant slow-
down in investments owing to politi-
cal uncertainties and domestic micro-
and macro-economic conditions.
Therefore, efforts by the new govern-
ment towards re-establishing the re-
lationship with the E.U. will play a cru-
cial role in the short and medium term.

(See World, page 6)
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United Kingdom
Keith Trower

Viridor Resource Mgmt.

Chinese regulations have not
changed and exporters are required
to meet import specifications of 0.5
percent maximum contamination
while 100 percent pre-inspection has
now been introduced in the U.S., Italy
and France. The reduction in exports
has ultimately resulted in shortages in
the Chinese market, with its mills will-
ing to pay premiums for available im-
ported material.

Given the suspension of inspections
in May and early June, American ma-
terial is currently flooding into the Far
East market, with huge congestion re-
sulting at ports in countries such as
Vietnam and thousands of tons lying
in stock and at ports.

Ex-works U.K./E.U. prices are now
higher than in China.

In terms of supply and pricing, the
European market remains dislocated
from that in Asia. Recent reports indi-
cate a number of mills are modifying
production in order to no longer re-
quire specific middle grades which
limits the outlets for material.
Containerboard demand continues to
increase but the end market is asking
for a cheaper product, thus forcing
mills to water down material with
mixed paper. There is also a trend to-
wards large mill groups purchasing
and merging with smaller mills.

Specifically within the U.K., mills
have reported that the quality of in-
feed material has declined in recent
months � potentially because of U.K.
market attempts to further sort mate-
rial and to set aside best quality for
the Chinese market, which boasts high
prices. This is perceived to be a short-
term effect, however, as mills across
the U.K. are investing heavily in qual-
ity initiatives.

It is believed mills will now be fo-
cused on working towards the CEPI
EN643 guidance.

Owing to the high demand within

China for deinking material, there has
been an increase in U.K. exports to
take advantage of the high prices. Poly
cup is now being recycled widely
across the U.K. and expectations are
that this will increase significantly.

With Europe currently in its lower
collection months, the middle and
high grades will be in demand as mills
will be short of material.

Germany
Reinhold Schmidt

Recycling Karla Schmidt

Germany�s very good employment
situation was reflected in demand for
recovered paper in April. Manufactur-
ers not only of packaging paper but
also of printing paper were ordering
increased volumes for the first time in
a while and collected quantities were
easily sold. Despite the low level of
recovered paper sales to China, there
was no large stock build-up and prices
were agreed relatively quickly at the
same levels as in March.

The recovered paper market stabi-
lized during the course of April. De-
mand from Southwest Europe for the
supermarket grades climbed to a high
level while increased demand could be
detected for deinking material. Those
with EUWID-related deals under con-
tract had to accept small price adjust-
ments whereas market participants
who were free to negotiate were given
the opportunity to secure unchanged
prices.

For the higher, unprinted grades
such as 3.14 and 3.15, as well as 3.16
and 3.18.01, huge demand led to price
increases.

Supply of recovered paper to the
paper industry in Europe was very
good in May and the high demand was
largely covered. In Germany and else-
where in Europe, prices for the lower
grades were adjusted slightly upwards
in response to market conditions.
Prices for 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 increased
on an almost weekly basis, with de-
mand outpacing supply. Demand for
the deinking grades remained strong.
Those with sufficient quantities avail-
able could obtain price increases. All
other grades remained largely stable.

At the beginning of May, China an-
nounced that it would not accept re-
covered paper from the U.S. for one
month � a move which also impacted
the European market. For example,
prices for those grades from Europe
with no quality-related problems in
China (such as 4.01, 4.02 and 4.03)
went up weekly. A number of holidays
in May caused some problems with
delivery logistics; deferrals or even
late deliveries and pick-ups occurred
for all the grades.

Paper and board mill orders re-
mained at a very high level in June but
were completely satisfied by the re-
covered paper industry. At the begin-
ning of the month, slight price in-
creases could be enforced on some
grades, especially the brown grades.
This was largely due to rising demand
from China for clean, recovered card-
board and paperboard, fuelled by its
one-month stop on deliveries from the
U.S..

In the U.K., prices for OCC 100 per-
cent have risen over the past few weeks
by up to two-digit percentages. For
unprinted recovered paper (3.14,
3.15, 3.16 and 3.18), it was possible to
enforce further price increases as de-
mand exceeded supply. Some paper
and board producers within Europe
also had to adjust their prices slightly
on the lower grades. During the previ-
ous few months, there had been at-
tempts to shop below the general level
but this is no longer possible. Demand
has also improved in Eastern and
Southern Europe where new produc-
tion capacities have emerged. Along
with the announcement of further
board-producing machines based on
a recovered paper input, this led to
slight price increases in these coun-
tries.

Scandinavia
Martin Leander
Stena Recycling

In general, the Scandinavian paper
market is very strong without any
supply to China. New machines are al-
ready up and running while others that
have been announced are also con-
tributing to the market situation.

Scandinavian and northern Euro-

World
From page 3
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pean newsprint and tissue mills are
well supplied for the summer months
and demand is lower when compared
to the same period last year. There-
fore, prices are more and less stable in
both Scandinavia and Poland for the
deinking and white grades; one excep-
tion is newsprint rotation where price
levels are higher than for the previous
month. Monthly purchase prices for
newsprint and magazines from Poland
have also increased.

The market for corrugated card-
board has remained stable for the sec-
ond month in a row. Scandinavia and
Poland have been reporting mostly
stable market conditions, fuelling a
belief that we have seen the end of a
long period of decline. The Chinese
situation has improved somewhat but
the focus is still on quality and mate-
rial is mostly sold as clippings or
double-sorted OCC. Prices of soft
mixed paper have been rising in
Scandinavia. High demand for news
makes it attractive to sort household
collected material for newspapers.
Mixed paper going to the liner indus-
try has generally not been affected by
this as the price of this material has
not fallen as much in the last year.

The Swedish system for collecting
household packaging is under discus-
sion. For many years, there has been
a bring system to collection points for
plastics, paper, graphics, ferrous and
glass, with collection and administra-
tion being financed by the producers
of the different products. Now the gov-
ernment is to make it easier for the
public by legislating that basic collec-
tion should be at households rather
than collection points. Increased re-
sponsibility will also be given to mu-
nicipalities. The packaging and graphic
industry will still pay and the esti-
mated cost increase is about Euro 1
billion.

Since collection rates are already
high and goals have mainly been
achieved, increases will be limited;
indeed, the only potential for a large
increase is with the plastics packaging
stream.

Several fires in stock yards have
been reported.

Czech Republic
Martin �oth

Sberné suroviny UH, s.r.o.

Central Europe is continuing to feel
the pressure from the U.S. and U.K.
markets that is affecting Europe�s pa-
per mills, as well as full stocks owing
to the crisis surrounding China. Most
European paper mills remain fully
stocked and supply of recovered pa-
per continues to outstrip demand.

Price reductions of 22 to 24 percent
have been seen for OCC and mixed
when compared to the previous quar-
ter. For some grades such as deinking,
market prices actually increased by 7
to 10 percent although this was largely
a �cosmetic change� as purchased vol-
umes either have not changed or were
stopped in some instances.

France
Jean-Luc Petithuguenin

Paprec

Following the closing of its doors by
putting a stop on import licenses, the
Chinese government introduced new
rules on March 1 this year that impose
a 0.5 percent contamination ceiling as
well as a list of banned products. A few
European recyclers have come up
with measures in order to produce
materials that match Chinese specifi-
cations.

Cardboard can be made so as to
comply with China�s requirements, but
it is expensive to do so. However, the
price differential between the Euro-
pean and the Chinese markets allows
implementation costs to be covered.

Until now, the problem has been
that CCIC controls have not matched
expectations. There is substantial
waiting time before inspections take
place and, as a result, yards have to be
reorganized to stock materials in the
best way possible. Hopefully, the situ-
ation will change in the second half of
the year such that this market be-
comes a real opportunity again.

Packaging needs in China remain
really strong. Paper makers have par-
tially adapted to the restrictions, buy-
ing reels from various sources and also
pulp while improving recovered fiber

collections within China. However,
these actions do not compensate for
the lack of imports of cardboard for
recycling. How are they going to deal
with this tough situation during the
second half of the year?

In the meantime, the Southeast
Asian market is completely full,
largely as a result of too much avail-
ability and the arrival of large volumes
of U.S. cardboard. The infrastructures
of some of these countries have been
totally overwhelmed by the massive
influx of materials for recycling. Viet-
nam has simply closed its doors for a
time in order to exercise better con-
trol over incoming material and to
take stock of the situation. Taking or-
ders is complicated and prices are not
attractive.

The low grades market in Europe
has improved slightly in recent weeks.
Stocks are high but paper makers� or-
der books are still supporting the de-
mand. The International Paper ma-
chine in Madrid was scheduled to be-
gin its first runs in July; if everything
goes well, this rebuilt machine will lead
to new purchases in September and
should provide some relief to the mar-
ket in Southern Europe.

Many projects are in the pipeline for
Europe, with new machines due to
come on stream within two or three
years. If very probable Chinese in-
vestments are added to the mix, the
European market should regain
strength in the medium term. The big
groups are preparing for this and con-
solidation is accelerating.

For the middle grades, demand has
followed the pattern of previous years
in being very good and prices went up
in the second quarter. The German
market is heavily stocked but is still
buying significant volumes. With re-
gard to deinking, the situation is im-
proving for the paper mills. The clo-
sure of machines over time in Europe
has allowed reel price increases to be
passed on and improvements in prof-
itability.

The situation is trickier in the tissue
sector, not least because of the global
increase in pulp prices which is diffi-

(See World, page 8)



recycling industry paradigm. Accord-
ing to the Institute of Scrap Recycling
Industries, (ISRI) about 31 percent of
U.S. scrap exports, valued at more
than $5.6 billion were shipped to main-
land China in 2017. China also ac-
counted for 51 percent of the world�s
plastics scrap imports and historically
has been the largest importer of North
America�s recyclables.

Some importers in China are explor-
ing ways to adapt to the new purity
standards and restrictions.

�Pelletizing is now a hot topic in
China, since pellets are still allowed for
import,� said Boxiao Qin, sales man-
ager � China for TOMRA Sorting Inc.
�Additionally, many of the larger com-
panies are searching for new opportu-
nities outside of China, with some
starting recycling facilities in the
United States.�

While this is an option for larger
players, Qin sees the new market ex-
tremely challenging for smaller com-
panies in China to survive.

Rather than searching for alterna-
tive solutions, Carlos Manchado
Atienza, regional director � Americas
for TOMRA, is challenging the indus-
try and recycling operations to look
for ways in improve the quality of

recyclables by removing more impu-
rities.

�We must recycle smarter,� he said.
�If we focus on the environmental per-
spective, it makes no sense to send
heavily contaminated recyclables
around the world. Today, the technol-
ogy exists to deliver values for food
grades in PET recycling of less than 50
parts per million, practically reaching
the quality of virgin material, and we
can do the same with many other re-
sources.�

Higher purity levels have not only
a more positive environmental impact
but also on the equipment at the back
end of the process converting the re-
cycled material into a final product.

�If recyclers remove more organic
and inorganic impurities from alumi-
num scrap, this reduces the amount
of gaseous effluent to improve smelter
air quality, and it can lead to lower
maintenance costs from wear on the
furnace emissions equipment,� said
Eric Thurston, sales manager � metals
recycling for TOMRA.

Looking for options
Historically, China and other coun-

tries accepted material with purity
levels ranging from 90-95 percent or,
conversely, impurity levels as high at
10 percent. Recycling companies
equipped their facilities with circuits
that included sensor-based, optical,
laser and other automated machines
combined with manual pickers as the
last line of defense to remove impuri-
ties and meet these standards.

This dramatic purity standard shift
to 99 percent or greater by the
market�s largest importer has recy-
cling and scrap facilities in many coun-
tries looking for other outlets for their
second-life products. However, find-
ing a single-country replacement in
the market for the country that im-
ported a majority of the world�s plas-
tics scrap is not practical. If a recy-
cling facility chooses not to increase
purity levels of its finished product,
then the material will have to be split
between multiple countries, increas-
ing sales costs.

At the same time, the glut of re-
cycled material on the market is plac-
ing severe downward pressure on

commodity prices. Some material
prices have already dropped sharply
as the market adjusts to these new re-
strictions. Adding insult to misery,
companies should expect shipping
costs to increase, as ships previously
sent directly to China were quickly
returned to the originating country,
loaded with consumer goods for sale.

Margin challenges aside, operations
that decide to seek out alternative
markets rather than upgrading the fa-
cility do have options.

Potential lies nearby China in devel-
oping Southeast Asia countries such
as Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia.
Also, India and South America are al-
ternatives to receive the thousands-
of-tons-per-year crater in the recy-
clable market left behind by new China
restrictions.

Alternatively, large markets such as
North America can look to more long-
term solutions by further developing
and enhancing the internal market for
paper, plastics, ferrous and non-fer-
rous recycled material. While requir-
ing substantial investment to develop
new and more powerful market mod-
els to properly manage the market�s
waste resources, it would deliver a
competitive boost to the market and
advance sustainability efforts.

Investment Analysis
For companies weighing the bal-

ance between increasing product pu-
rity and finding new markets, serious
consideration must be given to the in-
vestment in new equipment, installa-
tion downtime and ongoing operating
costs.

�At the end of the day in the non-
ferrous markets, the decision comes
down to cost-per-pound to process the
material compared to the price they
can get for the product,� Thurston
said.

While Manchado Atienza agrees
with Thurston, he offered another con-
sideration the industry must factor
into the equation as it moves forward
in today�s market environment.

�Companies can seek out alternative
markets for their products, but we
should always work to improve qual-
ity to avoid encountering a ban simi-
lar to China�s from another market,�

Sword
From page 1

World
From page 7

cult to pass on in finished products.
High grade prices keep on rising. With
pulp values still on the increase, white
grades are encountering a great de-
mand which is proving almost impos-
sible to meet.

Overall, the first half of 2018 was
complicated. The Chinese crisis and
the impact on prices in Europe have
greatly affected activities. Some ma-
terials were difficult or even impos-
sible to sell at times in the winter but
the situation has since improved.
What will conditions be like in the sec-
ond half of the year? It is possible to
imagine that the situation will ease
perhaps a little more.
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he said.
An alternative to investing in equip-

ment is to slow down the belt and add
manual pickers to the final sorting
stage for removing impurities. With a
low initial investment and little to no
plant downtime for circuit upgrades,
it may appear to be an appealing al-
ternative to equipment. However, this
solution results in significant in-
creases in long-term operating costs.

Mid-size facilities that processing
about 10 tons per hour (TPH) of re-
cycled material will, on average, em-
ploy two pickers, whereas large opera-
tions will use five to eight pickers for
processing 45 to 90 TPH of material.

�Depending on the location, U.S.
recycling facilities typically figure a
picker�s salary from $35,000 to
$50,000 per year when determining
costs,� said Thurston.

Adding two or three pickers to the
line can increase annual processing
costs by $100,000 or more.

�It can get to the point where pro-
cessing speed slows and picking costs
increases too much for an operation
to remain profitable,� said Thurston.
�Plus, workers occasionally require
time off for vacation or illness, which
can affect product output.�

If adding overhead to pull impuri-
ties from the final product doesn�t
make financial sense for the operation,
then upgrading the circuit either
through constructing a new facility or
adding new technologies to the recy-
cling configuration is another option.
Building a new facility, however, can
take months and cost millions of dol-
lars.

The more economical route is to
work with experts focused on sorting
technologies and offering global expe-
rience to investigate what equipment
upgrades are necessary to meet more
stringent standards. This option can
often be done at a fraction of the time
and cost of building new.

Depending on the type, age and con-
dition of the equipment, recycling op-
erations can expect to invest
$180,000 to $360,000 in equipment
to increase purity levels required to
meet more stringent regulations like
National Sword.

�Companies need to be aware of the
cost for both the value-added and non-
value-added equipment for new tech-
nology integration,� said Thurston.
�Look for value-added equipment that
can be easily integrated into the exist-
ing circuit. Otherwise, the cost for
conveyors and other non-value-
added additions can add up quickly.�

There are potential side benefits to
adding new technology to the circuit.
This approach can reduce the number
of pickers required to remove impuri-
ties, giving operations options for
more efficient workforce utilization to
reduce overhead and long-term oper-
ating costs, resulting in a short ROI for
the new equipment.

However, not all technology up-
grades are equal, and recycling opera-
tions must investigate closely which
works the best to meet established
purity goals. Some upgrades require
complete circuit add-ons, which de-
mand more time and cost, additional
non-value added equipment, and
more space. Other technologies can be
added onto existing equipment in the
circuit, saving space and installation
costs. �TOMRA�s LOD (laser object de-
tection), for example, can be mounted
onto the same platform as our
AUTOSORT to detect material like
black plastics, rubber and glass,� said
Manchado Atienza.

In addition to the cost of new tech-
nology, equipment lead-time and plant
downtime should also be factored into
the investment equation. With recy-
cling operations focused on circuit

upgrades to meet tightening stan-
dards, equipment lead-times have
lengthened.

�The time from when the equipment
is ordered to when it arrives can range
from 12 to 20 weeks, and the plant
builder will require an additional one
to two weeks for installation,�
Thurston said.

Amy Guan, sales engineer for
TOMRA, recommends that a facility
work closely with technology experts
to make sure all the upgrade goals are
met.

�The goal is to upgrade the equip-
ment in order to meet these stringent
standards, and technology experts and
plant designers will have the expertise
to make this a reality,� she said. �The
last thing a facility wants to do is make
equipment upgrades that don�t meet
goals and have the cost associated
with a shipment rejected for not meet-
ing purity standards.�

Recycling smarter
Sorting equipment manufacturers

are introducing a host of new products
to help recycling operations stay
ahead of the purity curve. Suppliers
have recently introduced air systems
and laser detectors to supplement NIR
technology that does not sort all im-
purities from waste paper and card-
board. As a result, equipment manu-
facturers and plant designers are up-
grading their test facilities, so custom-
ers can ensure new technology added
to the circuit will remove impurities

(See Sword, page 10)
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and attain the desired purity from
their feed material.

The main impurities left behind by
existing sorting circuits that manual
pickers must remove are black items,
such as plastics and rubber, as well as
glass. Recycling facilities must closely
examine the main impurities and de-
termine the right technology that will
work best without significantly in-
creasing processing costs.

�Technology is the crucial invest-
ment to achieve all new regulations as
well as future requirements, so recy-
cling operations must choose a part-
ner focused on continuing product de-
velopments to respond to evolving
market needs,� said Manchado
Atienza.

Zurik and Zorba are non-ferrous
products that scrap operations must
target for upgrades to meet China�s
demanding 99 percent purity levels.
Printed circuit boards (PCBs), wire and
other non-metal objects are the pri-
mary contaminants left behind by
today�s recycling circuits, and there
are several options at the facility�s dis-
posal for addressing.

Some alternatives, according to Qin,
start by using existing technology al-
ready applied in the field.

�Operations could add a multistep
Eddy current solution, which is low-
cost but not as effective as new laser
technology,� he said. �Also, density
separation and wet treatment are op-
tions but may not be convenient for
all operations.�

Laser technology is showing prom-
ise by increasing current circuit pu-
rity levels by as much as 4 percent,
allowing scrap recyclers ot reach
China purity requirements without
significantly increasing energy draw
and costs.

�Our LOD system attaches to the
same platform as our FINDER and
serves as a negative sort to remove
PCBs as well as black plastic and rub-
ber attached to the metal,� said
Thurston.

Whether adding new technology,

Sword
From page 9

more stages with existing technology
or increasing the number of pickers to
upgrade purity, Thurston reminds re-
cycling and scrap facility operators to
consider upgrading the entire circuit.

�Now is the time to look at all com-
ponents to see if upgrades are needed
to make the process more efficient,�
he said. �Consult with your equipment
supplier to analyze all circuit compo-
nents including shredders, magnets,
screens, conveyors, optical sorters,
electromagnetic sensors, etc. to make
sure all are working well together effi-
ciently.�

Because in the end, upgrading the
final product facilities offer their cus-
tomers is not only about advancing the
recycling industry, it�s also about
making money. �Customers will pay a
higher price for a high quality prod-
uct. It�s as simple as that,� said
Manchado Atienza.

Zettler is president of Z-Comm. He
wrote this article in collaboration
with TOMRA.

$74.58 per ton for old corrugated con-
tainers (OCC), and $106.08 per ton as
the mean mill buying price for 17 re-
covered paper grades tracked by PSR.

Steve Voorhees, CEO, said
WestRock�s consumer and corrugated
mills use about five million tons of re-
cycled fiber annually.

Disputing reports from another mill
group � Smurfit Kappa � the OCC
prices have started to improve, Jeff
Chalovich, president, Corrugated
Packaging, said, �We see it flattish right
now. The (Chinese import) restrictions
that have been put in place in June
when self-inspections are still in, as
well as the China Certification and In-
spection Group still doing all the in-
spections, is causing a slowdown � al-
most a stop of OCC going to China. And
as you�ve seen, the Chinese are look-
ing for fiber in other places, and they
may ban imports altogether. So in the
short term, we see it flat. In the long
term, who knows? It depends what
China does.�

Chalovich added that Chinese box
makers can get production materials
in several ways, such as buying
containerboard, making
containerboard with pulp and using
recycled fiber to make
containerboard.

�We are well-positioned to supply,�
he said. �With the balance of our sys-
tem with recycle and virgins, we�re
well-positioned to perform well re-
gardless of what happens in the OCC
market.�

Bob Feeser, president, Consumer
Packaging, said relatively lower OCC
prices, have not offset increased costs
of freight and chemical costs.

Overall, Voorhees said, WestRock
delivered �excellent financial results
in the June quarter. Fundamentals are
strong across all of our business. Our
containerboard mills are operating at
full capacity, and backlogs from the
consumer mills are at or near-record
levels.�

Year-over-year performance im-
proved significantly. Sales increased
$442 million. In addition, he said,
when WestRock completes its acqui-
sition of KapStone, �we�ll set our sights
on delivering the $200 million of cost

By Ken McEntee

WestRock projects
decline in OCC

prices

WestRock anticipates re
cycled fiber prices to drop
during the third quarter

relative to July levels, executives said
during the company�s second quarter
earnings call.

�Recycled fiber costs have de-
clined, and we now expect them to stay
at lower levels in the near term,� said
Ward Dickson, chief financial officer.
�Based on our regional consumption
mix, our average index price paid for
recycled fiber in the third fiscal quar-
ter was $78 per ton, which matches
the July index price. For the quarter,
we are forecasting that recycled fiber
prices will decline slightly from July�s
levels. However, noting the volatility
we�ve seen this year, predicting re-
cycled fiber cost remains difficult.�

During the second quarter of 2018,
The Paper Stock Report reported an
average national mill buying price of
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synergies and performance improve-
ments that we�ve previously outlined.�

Among the other highlights of the
earnings call:

� Voorhees: �The corrugated indus-
try remains attractive and growing,
and we�ve outgrown the market for the
last 15 months. We�re seeing strong
demand across the majority of our
corrugated end markets. WestRock�s
North American box shipments in-
creased 4.1 percent on a per day basis
and 5.7 percent on an absolute basis
as compared to last year. This volume
increase was driven by the contribu-
tions of our recent acquisitions as well
as strong demand in the e-commerce
and retail markets.�

� Voorhees: �Our system is tight due
to strong demand across the majority
of our end markets. Our inventories
are below where we would like them
to be, and this has caused some ineffi-
ciencies in our network.�

� Voorhees: �Sales of
containerboard to domestic indepen-
dent converters remain very impor-
tant to WestRock. During the quarter,
we shipped 292,000 tons to indepen-
dent converters. In the past 12
months, we�ve shipped more than 1.1
million tons of containerboard to this
market. We shipped 208,000 tons to
export markets. This was a decline of
53,000 tons year-over-year and
65,000 tons sequentially.�

� Voorhees: �Coated recycled board
backlogs are some of the longest we�ve
ever seen. We�re implementing price
increases across our business under
contract.�

� WestRock reported excess outage
costs during the June quarter. Jeff
Chalovich: �This was our largest main-
tenance outage quarter, so we had
125,000 tons of downtime. Nine of our
mills had outages, eight of them went
very well. One didn�t go as well. And
we had some excess costs in labor,
maintenance, fiber and other costs.�

� WestRock had agreed to sell its
idled Newberg, Ore. mill, but the buyer
couldn�t obtain financing and the deal
fell through, Voorhees said. �So we�re
now assessing the best use of the
Newberg facility,� he said. �It�s going
to take some time for us to determine

the next steps, and we don�t have an
identified time frame to make that de-
cision.� Voorhees was responding to
a question as to whether WestRock
would reopen the mill, possibly as a
recycled pulp producer for shipment
to China.

Anthony Smurfit said China needs
to address how it will fulfill its
containerboard needs in the event
that they ban OCC, as some reports
have indicated.

�And I think we just saw this week
that Vietnam was talking about doing
something similar � banning mixed
waste and OCC. And yet at the same
time, you�re seeing OCC prices start to
move up in the U.S. right now. And so
there�s a lot of different trends in that
whole area that are somewhat difficult
to understand. I think the overarching
trend that is true is that China is really
fixed on making sure that it is seen as
an environmentally clean country. I
think they have decided that they are
not going to be the junkyard for the
world. Frankly speaking, they were
receiving a lot of, literally, rubbish,
and they�re saying, �No more.� And so
that is going to change the trends, but
as to how it�s all going to play out, I
think it�s really difficult to say right
now. But I do think ultimately, what-
ever shift happens ultimately, OCC
starts moving up.�

Overall, Smurfit Kappa reported a
strong first half of the year.

�We are very pleased to deliver sig-
nificant year-on-year improvement
against all our key performance
metrics in the first half of 2018,�

OCC tightening in
some markets,

Kappa says
By Ken McEntee

Old corrugated container (OCC)
prices remained relatively low
during the first half of the year,

but prices are showing signs of tight-
ening in American markets, Smurfit
Kappa executives said during a second
quarter earnings call. On the heels of
reports that China may double down
on import restrictions by banning
OCC, Smurfit Kappa executives hinted
that Chinese buyers may be getting
more active in Europe.

�Our view is that we are already
starting to see some tightening up, es-
pecially in the American markets, said
CEO Anthony Paul Smurfit. �The real-
ity is that these low levels, as well as
some secular trends such as e-com-
merce, which are showing more dis-
posal of containerboard into landfill,
I think that you�re going to see waste-
paper prices going up. I don�t know if
it�s going to happen in Europe in Sep-
tember or October or January, but it�s
going to happen. We�re already seeing
it in our Americas business, some
trending upwards and some tightness
in the market. And that�s despite China
being out of the market. So I think one
has to always work on the assumption
that wastepaper is a temporary phe-
nomenon. And in a sense, that�s good
for us. We�ve always said that we got a
short-term relief, but in the end we
prefer high wastepaper costs.�

CFO Ken Bowles said OCC prices
have gone up slightly in certain parts
of Europe.

�We�ve seen it at the Rotterdam port
and we�ve seen it in a couple central
parts of Latin America,� he said. �So
maybe the Chinese are coming back.� (See Kappa, page 12)
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Bowles said. �Pricing for both recycled
containerboard and kraftliner were
stable in the second quarter, after in-
creases in both grades in the first quar-
ter. Industry inventory levels of re-
cycled containerboard remained be-
low critical levels in June, highlight-
ing the tight market situation notwith-
standing some recent capacity addi-
tions. And finally, we completed the
acquisition of Reparenco (a Dutch pa-
per and recycling business) in the pe-
riod. And this really secures our cur-
rent and future recycled
containerboard needs for the region.
Our Americas business equally
showed significant year-on-year im-
provement in the first half. The region
continued to recover recent
containerboard price increases,
whereas you�ll recall we�re some
300,000 metric tonnes short of
kraftliner. We will also benefit further
from the ramping up of our 2017 pa-
per machine investments in both Co-
lombia and Mexico.�

Anthony Smurfit said the company
projects good demand in most of its

markets. �Global containerboard mar-
kets remain in a good situation,� he
said.

Other highlight of the earnings call
were:

� Smurfit: The increasing focus on
substitution of plastic and related sub-
strates is very much in its infancy and
is a truly fantastic opportunity for both
Smurfit Kappa and the broader sector.
In one example, Kappa has moved
from a multi-material solution to a
paper-based packaging solution, criti-
cally removing polystyrene from the
packaging and replacing it with its pa-
per-based honeycomb product.

� Bowles: There is a tightness in
wood supply for papermaking.

� Smurfit generally said Kappa is in
the market to buy, if an opportunity
would arise. �Basically in the Ameri-
cas we would obviously look to buy,
but we really don�t have that many
opportunities,� he said. �We have a
very large deficit of paper. And we
have trees in Colombia. We have a mill
system in Colombia. We have exper-
tise in Colombia, and we need
kraftliner. So if we can make a project
work down there, it�s something that
we will consider doing, but I want to
do that in a very controlled way.�

� Recycled containerboard inven-
tory levels in Europe are well below
the critical level, Bowles said. Smurfit
added that the market is in very good
shape on the testliner side. �As you
know, we just bought this company
that was selling into the free market,�
Smurfit said. �Most of the customers
that they had, many of them we�ll re-
tain maybe in a different shape and a
different way because logistics costs
are an issue for us. And as we sit here
today, there�s been no pressure on
testliner prices to go down. And ordi-
narily I think the market is very tight
in that area.�

� Asked about the impact of e-com-
merce on the box market, Bowles said,
�It�s kind of difficult sometimes to de-
fine what e-commerce actually is be-
cause you�ve had customers for a long
period of time. The (postal service) in
the states, for example, which are the
e-commerce institution kind of distri-
bution partner. I think Europe is prob-
ably less advanced in this e-commerce
model than the U.S. is. We�ve a lot of
the e-commerce partners who use
plastic bags to ship rather than corru-
gated, and indeed in the whole kind of
idea of returnable e-commerce, which
is again a growing trend.

Kappa
From page 11
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